
Naked. Local. Bulk. (NLB) : ZERO WASTE Food Market...ALMOST!
ONE PAGE BUSINESS PLAN

MISSION:  Through transparency, collaboration, education, sustainable practices, and innovation, offer food and non-food items 
typically found in a traditional supermarket, but source the highest quality products possible at affordable prices, with full  
traceability, without wasteful prepackaging, in hermetic loose self-service bulk containers, in any amount needed, sustainably  
procured as close to NLB as possible, minimizing and eliminating waste in all facets. 

WHAT NLB DOES:  NLB sells and makes food and non-food products without pre-determined packaging through zero waste 
and sustainable methods. Offering the return of almost all packaging for reuse, composting, recycling, deposit return, and proper 
disposal; Encourage customers to use their own clean containers when shopping in bulk as a more sustainable way to acquire 
groceries; Practice and promote clean, safe and sterile food environments; Provide sustainably needed, transparent, high quality, 
affordable alternatives to the over-consumption, unsustainable, and wastefulness of typical grocers.

NLB WILL SERVE:  NLB will serve the community to which it will be directly located/linked, and individuals in the  
surrounding areas seeking an alternative to typical wasteful and unsustainable food markets, who want to purchase high quality 
products, at affordable prices, in quantities that they can consume without wasting.

THE NEED FOR NLB:  Sustainable food and food market options, and simple food access in the region (and everywhere), 
is beyond a critical point. Locating in/near a food desert to offer sustainable and affordable, high quality food options is the goal to 
help in this need. In the developing collective awareness into food sustainability, NLB aims to offer an almost; waste, package, and 
plastic free grocery option for a sustainable environmental footprint, that pays a base minimum living wage of $15.00 per hour. 

WHAT MAKES NLB DIFFERENT:  NLB will be the first and only loose bulk food market aiming for real sustainability  
and zero waste in the area, tucked into a compact, local mom & pop, farmers market corner store feel, but with BIG purpose and 
limitless potential. NLB will be the first bulk market of its kind to; operate a commercial kitchen to make a bevy of items in-house; 
operate a flat collaborative business model; offer almost full transparency; plus much more. 

BUSINESS STRUCTURE:  NLB operates a collaborative flat system; self managed, and managed collectively with key 
responsibilities, and points of contact; collaborators, empowered with knowledge and autonomy, to handle almost any situation. 

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES:  NLB will offer; almost all food / non-food items entirely loose via hermetic bulk bins, without 
pre-packaging, in any amount needed; customized food options made in-house; drop-off & pick-up grocery service; education of all 
things NLB; and services to outside businesses.

MARKETING OF NLB:  Naked. Local. Bulk. is a small local grocery store where one can get needed products, just without 
the packaging, in any amount one needs, and built on sustainable principals. 

THE BENEFIT OF NLB:  NLB offers accessible, affordable, higher quality food options through transparent, zero waste, and 
sustainable methods. All the while practicing what we preach, collaborating with others, and paying a living wage for the purpose of 
having a positive impact in every aspect.

BASE FINANCIAL INVESTMENT:  Current on-hand investment for launch; (approx) $83,000. Plus an additional $500,000 
investment sought for launch. Broken down to; (1) Food Purchasing- $150,000;  (2) Employee Costs at $150,000;  (3) Equipment, 
Tools, Materials, etc at $100,000;  (4) Build out/up of space & misc. at $50,000;  (5) Sustainable Upgrades at $40,000;  (6) Licenc-
es, Permits, Certifications, Misc. pre-expenses at $10,000.  $83,000 use for rent, emergency, capital, misc. 

PROJECTED NET REVENUE:  First 6 to 12 months; breaking even at the end of 12, or showing a slight profit. Second full 
year projected net revenue at $0 - $75,000. Third full year projected net revenue is: $20,000 - $100,000.

FUTURE PLANS:  NLB is planned for location to succeed independently, and constructed to scale into multiple locations,  
with sibling offerings such as; bakery/bread, cafe/complete meals, specialty operations, all following the same tenets of NLB.  
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